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Hawks name Thomas as assistant coach (updated)

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Hawks hired Jim Thomas as an assistant coach Friday, completing the staff of Mike Budenholzer.

Thomas, 52, most recently served a college scout with the Thunder the past four years. He was also an assistant coach and
scout with the Raptors and a scout with the Knicks.

“We’re pleased to add Jim to our coaching staff,” Budenholzer said in a statement. “He’s been a part of a number of
successful programs, and his coaching and playing experience will blend well with our group.”

Thomas played in the NBA for the Pacers, Clippers and Timberwolves from 1983-90. He was drafted by the Pacers in the
second round (No. 40 overall) of the 1983 NBA draft. He appeared in nine NBA games after two full seasons with the Pacers,
when he averaged 5.8 points, 1.7 rebounds and 1.5 assists in 152 games. He also played professionally in the World
Basketball League, the Continental Basketball Association and in Spain.

Thomas played college basketball at Indiana where he was the starting shooting guard on the 1981 national championship
team. He was also drafted in the 10th round of the 1983 NFL draft by the Packers as a defensive back.

Thomas joins Quin Synder, Darvin Ham, Taylor Jenkins and Kenny Atkinson on the Hawks’ new staff. He will be a behind-
the-bench assistant during games.
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Posted by DublinGa at 11:57 a.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

First

Posted by Ms_Dee at 12:11 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

vava74,

""But all organization and quality management in the world will not win without the talent."

True, this goes back to wordsmithtom's point at 7:43am 1. Owners suing owners & 2. 3 rookie head coaches in 5 years..with
owners suing each other over the 'talent' that came or didnt come, it will create no "winning culture" here to our organization

Ripken family offers $100K
reward in kidnapping

Hawks announce Carroll signing Jason Crowley, 30: Co-owner
CrossFit 404 gym
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NFL-caliber hit
(USA TODAY)
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so I agree with your statement. BUT had we had our million n 3 owners to agree on 'talent', maybe, just maybe 'talent' would
have come..instead, we over pay Joe and there ya go..our "winning culture" down the drain..

Posted by -OBrien- at 12:47 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"Thomas joins Quin Synder, Darvin Ham, Taylor Jenkins and Kenny Atkinson on the Hawks’ new staff. He will be a behind-
the-bench assistant during games."

This might be the most underwhelming coaching staff in the league (even if their plan is to coach guys up). Bleh

Posted by Ms_Dee at 12:48 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Marc Stein: One FA big man likely to benefit from Greg Oden's expected decision today is Lou Amundson, who has drawn
interest from some of same teams. Hearing that Heat, Kings and Mavs (all Oden finalists) as well as Hawks, Knicks and
Pacers have registered level of interest in Amundson Twitter @ESPNSteinLine

Posted by KeyserSoze at 1:11 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

* f * t * p * b *

vava ....... and others:

Winning Culture;
Each time previously when I posted a disquisition on the topic;I [did] mention:
" scouting, acquiring and developing quality players both in skill and character " ! 
______________________________________________________________

So please quit using your "must have players" argument as a debate tactic. 
-G`dad-

Posted by MattP at 2:04 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

If the Hawks go after Lou Amundson over keeping Bebe over here I am going to laugh.

Posted by GASports at 2:06 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Marc Stein: One FA big man likely to benefit from Greg Oden's expected decision today is Lou Amundson, who has drawn
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interest from some of same teams. Hearing that Heat, Kings and Mavs (all Oden finalists) as well as Hawks, Knicks and
Pacers have registered level of interest in Amundson Twitter @ESPNSteinLine

Posted by GASports at 2:06 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Im late...sorry!

Posted by cp229 at 2:19 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Would have loved to see a guy like Sam Mitchell as an assistant. He actually watches the Hawks and mentioned that he
roots for them. Seems like a guy that calls it like it is but maybe he enjoys doing NBA TV so who knows.

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:23 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Who the heck????

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:24 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Look line AL Horford made the top 5.... 

http://www.hoopsworld.com/top-6-nba-centers-in-2013-14 

Posted by km42 at 2:40 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

We have already gotten the word from sources that Oden isn't coming here....will we next hear that DF didn't see an offer
worthy of this FA?

Listening to 92.9 today, Jamie and Rick were talking why the big FAs won't come here. Jamie says its not about the money;
its about who you end up playing with. D12 wasn't coming here unless we offered Josh 3M+ more than another offer. Then
you have Josh recruiting him.

The logic is okay, but the pieces in question aren't. First of all, what player has come here in the past because Josh was
here? Al?

DF wasn't seriously interested in a current big name FA. He is going to do it his way, which right appears to be without a big
star. A caller chimed in that DF signed 4 Huyandais instead of the 1 ride you really want.

OB, that underwhelming coaching staff matches the roster given to this city and season ticker holders this year......2 years for
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Millsap, Brand, Carroll and Antic. 3 years left on Jenkins, Al, & Cunningham, 4 years on Korver/Teague (this is the long term
backcourt IMO).

I asked for Amundson 5 years ago....we finally get around to show 'interest'. Nevermind at this point. DF taking on Sund's role
of finding big men who look big on the team photo, but come up short in results.

Posted by km42 at 2:42 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Doesn't our roster just look incredible without seeing that catastrophic number tied to Marvin? 

You think adding another big over Bebe would be funny? Wait til DF says Stevenson is on the roster!

Posted by km42 at 2:45 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Melvin, your thoughts........

"With six seasons under his belt, Horford’s numbers speak for themselves. Consider this fact: Horford has now appeared in
391 regular season games, and has posted a composite average of 13.7 points, 9.6 rebounds and 1.1 blocks, while
shooting 53.9 percent from the floor. Per Elias, this places him in elite company, as only four other players matched those
averages through the same number of games played – Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Shaquille O’Neal, Dwight Howard and Artis
Gilmore."

What? Duncan didn't gather those numbers?

Doesn't this remind you of some of the stats people put together that show Josh in the same light as LBJ?

Posted by Sautee at 2:47 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

From Melvin's link:

"Consider this fact: Horford has now appeared in 391 regular season games, and has posted a composite average of 13.7
points, 9.6 rebounds and 1.1 blocks, while shooting 53.9 percent from the floor. Per Elias, this places him in elite company,
as only four other players matched those averages through the same number of games played – Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
Shaquille O’Neal, Dwight Howard and Artis Gilmore."

That's so stunningly unbelievable. Whooda thunk it? Not me, for sure.

Good thing T-s isn't still here. He'd go postal.

Posted by km42 at 2:48 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"ORLANDO – Free agent forward Ivan Johnson has been engaged in preliminary conversations with six NBA teams, a
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source close to Johnson relayed to CSNNW.com."

So more interest than projected?

Posted by Sautee at 2:50 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

km42, I think Duncan lacked the FG% early in his career.

Of course, who would you rather have, Tim or Al? ;-)

Posted by km42 at 2:58 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Melvin, another one of those stats I was talking about:

Marc Gasol was one of just 3 players to tally over over 600 rebs, 300 assists & 100 blocks last season. Other 2 = Kevin
Durant & Josh Smith.

Read more: http://hoopshype.com/twitter/media.html#ixzz2aq6Fcy6A

When you see stats like that, you scratch your head about why interest in Josh was so slight and not near Gasol or Durant
$$...then you go back and remind yourself of some of his decisions on offense, but if he would have taken DF's offer of
3/45....

Posted by wordsmithtom at 3:26 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Josh is a very good athlete. Had he made better decisions, he could be great. He does not. I speculate that he knows how
good he is, or can be and wants others to see this as well. He felt slighted the Hawks didn't see this, thus he walked, for not
much more money than he could have gotten here. Some of his on court decisions seem to be frustration issues. Shooting
those 3's too early in the shot clock....trying to prove he has LBJ range when he does not.....bringing the ball up the court like
a point guard when its somebody else's job. He wants people to see how good he is. He'd be better off just being good and
not trying to do everyone else's job. LBJ figured it out and took his game to higher levels. He willed Miami to a championship
this year and deserves all the credit he can get. Will Josh figure it out? Detroit hopes so. For his sake, I hope he does. I'll be
pleased to say I'm wrong about Josh. But, from what I've seen, I don't see him rising to the next level. Al, on the other hand,
under Bud's system and with competent bigs to keep him rested could be an even better player this year than he has already
shown...and that's pretty good.

Posted by -OBrien- at 3:35 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

On to the next one...
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